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High contact stresses generated in the foundation soil, owing to increased load, causes

distress, instability, and large settlements. Present days, geocell reinforcement is being

widely used for the performance improvement of foundation beds. Pressure distribution

on subgrade soil in geocell reinforced foundation beds is studied throughmodel tests and

numerical analysis. The test data indicates that with provision of geocell reinforcement the

contact pressure on the subgrade soil reduces significantly. Consequently, the subgrade

soil tends to remain intact until large loadings on the foundation leading to significant

performance improvement. Through numerical analysis it is observed that the geocells in

the region under the footing were subjected to compression and beyond were in tension.

This indicates that the geocell reinforcement right under the footing directly sustains the

footing loading through mobilization of its compressive stiffness and bending rigidity.

Whereas, the end portions of the geocell reinforcement, contribute to the performance

improvement in a secondary manner through mobilization of anchorage derived from soil

passive resistance and friction.

Keywords: soil, geocell reinforcement, strip loading, contact pressure, finite elements

INTRODUCTION

With increase in loading due to high-rise structures, contact pressures on foundation soils have
increased by manifold leading to distress, instability and large settlements. Hence, the requirement
for improvement of soil has increasedmarkedly. Introduction of geosynthetic reinforcements in the
foundation soil is a potential solution. In this avenue, geocell reinforcement is a recently developed
technique which offers overall confinement to the soil within its three dimensional pockets, thereby
increases the overall rigidity of the soil bed, leading to improved performance. Commercially
available geocells manufactured from high-density polyethylene sheets, ultrasonically welded in
a honeycomb pattern, are called geowebs. They are typical of 100–300mm in height. The geocells
with larger height are fabricated directly on-site using geogrids (Bush et al., 1990).
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FIGURE 1 | Test setup.

FIGURE 2 | Pattern of formation of geocell mattress.

FIGURE 3 | Test geometry.

Several authors have reported the beneficial use of geocells.
Rea and Mitchell (1978) and Mitchell et al. (1979) were the
pioneers. Through model scale load tests on sand-filled paper

made geocells they observed visible performance improvement.
The test results were used to identify modes of failure
and optimum dimensions of the geocells giving maximum
performance. Bathurst and Jarrett (1989) have studied the
application of geocells improving the performance of pavements
over peat subgrades. Dash et al. (2001, 2008) through load tests
have observed that geocells can increase the bearing capacity and
subgrade modulus of sand beds significantly. This is primarily
because of the bending and shear rigidity of the geocell mattress
(Dash et al., 2007). Hegde and Sitharam (2015) through finite
element modeling have analyzed the performance behavior of
geocell reinforced foundation beds.

Contact pressure magnitude and its pattern of distribution
on foundation soil is an important parameter that significantly
influences the bearing capacity and settlement. Emersleben and
Meyer (2008) through limited full scale tests have observed that
with geocell reinforcement vertical stress on foundation soil tends
to reduce by 50% as compared to that in unreinforced case. Finite
difference analysis by Hegde and Sitharam (2015) indicates that
with geocell reinforcement the depth of pressure bulb tends to
reduce. However, mechanism of geocell reinforcement in altering
the contact pressure especially with respect to the geometry of the
geocell reinforcement and surcharge loading has not been studied
in detail. This paper focuses on this critical issue through model
tests and finite element analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The foundation beds were formed in a steel tank measuring
1,200mm in length, 332mm in width, and 700mm in height. It
was housed in a loading frame as shown in Figure 1. In order to
reduce friction, the longitudinal side walls of the tests tank were
made of thick Perspex sheets braced with steel angles. A steel plate
having length 330mm, width 100mm, and thickness 25mm was
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used as the footing for loading the foundation beds. Its bottom
surface was roughened through a thin layer of sand fixed with
epoxy glue. The footing was placed at the center of the tank with
its length along the width of the tank. As the footing length was
kept almost equal to the width of the test tank (with 1mm gap on
both sides) a plane strain condition was generally maintained.

A dry river sand with effective grain size (D10) of 0.22mm,
average grain size (D50) of 0.46mm, coefficient of uniformity
(Cu) of 2.318 and coefficient of curvature (Cc) of 1.03; was used
for making the foundation beds. As per the Indian standard
specifications (IS: 1498, 1970) the soil was classified as poorly
graded sand with letter symbol SP. Its maximum and minimum
densities were found to be 17.4 and 14.3 kN/m3, respectively.
The soil was placed at a relative density of 70% which was
achieved through pluviation technique. Geocells were formed
using a biaxial geogrid made of oriented polymer. Aperture size
of the geogrid was 35 × 35mm. Its tensile strength and 5%
strain secant modulus as per ASTM StandardD6637 (2009) were
20 and 160 kN/m, respectively. The geocells were formed using
geogrid strips interconnected through bodkin joints (Bush et al.,
1990), in chevron pattern as shown in Figure 2. The bodkin joints

FIGURE 4 | ABAQUS model for geocell reinforced foundation bed.

TABLE 1 | Input parameters used in the finite element model.

Parameter Sand Geocell

Density, ρ (kg/m3 ) 1,678 950

Modulus of elasticity, E (MPa) 10 75

Poison’s ratio, ν 0.26 0.3

Friction angle, φ (◦) 39 –

Dilation angle, δ (◦) 7 –

Cohesion, c (kPa) 0 –

were made of thin plastic strips. The tensile strength of the joint
was found to be 3.4 kN/m. Figure 3, shows the geometry of the
problem investigated.

Through a hydraulic jack, fixed onto the reaction frame,
loading was applied in increments. The load installments were
maintained on the footing until the settlement stabilized. The
settlement magnitudes were recorded through two dial gauges

FIGURE 5 | Variation of bearing pressure with footing settlement for different

widths of geocell mattress (d/b = 1.2, h/b = 2.75, u/b = 0.1, ID = 70%).

FIGURE 6 | Contact pressure distribution on subgrade soil for b/B = 12

(test data).
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placed on diagonally opposite ends of the footing. Heave
and settlement on the soil surface too were measured by
dial gauges. The footing was loaded until settlement reached
to about 50mm or bearing failure took place, whichever
was earlier.

The vertical contact pressure (σ ) on the subgrade soil was
measured through strain gauge type earth pressure cells. They
were kept under geocell mattress, one below the footing center
line and two others at a distance of 1.5B on either side
as shown in Figure 3. The pressure cell diaphragms had a
radius (R) of 20mm and thickness (t) of 1.5mm. They were
made of steel having a modulus of elasticity (Ecell) of 2.1

FIGURE 7 | Variation of Contact pressure with bearing pressure at center of

footing (0, 0) for different widths of geocell mattress (test data).

FIGURE 8 | Contact pressure distribution on subgrade soil for different widths

of geocell mattress (FEM data, s/B = 20%).

× 105 N/mm2. Modulus of elasticity of the soil (Esoil) was
taken as 35 N/mm2. Relative stiffness of the soil-diaphragm
wall (Esoil×R3/Ecell×t3) was found to be 0.39. This is a
reasonable value for the accuracy of measurement by the
pressure cells (Clayton and Bica, 1993). The earth pressure
cells were calibrated, by embedding them in sand bed inside
a calibration chamber (Dunnicliff, 1988). Relative density of
sand in the calibration chamber was same as that in the model
tests (i.e., 70%). In unreinforced case, earth pressures were
placed at the same depth as in the unreinforced case (i.e., base
level of geocell mattress). As suggested by Hadala (1967), the
pressure cells were set on the sand bed followed by raining
until the test bed was formed. The measured pressures were
normalized with respect to the applied footing pressure (q).
The normalized pressures (σ /q) depicting the percentage of the
footing pressures transmitted to the geocell mattress base are
plotted at different footing loads in terms of bearing pressure
ratio (BPR), defined as the ratio footing pressure with geocell
reinforcement (q) to ultimate bearing pressure (qult) in the
unreinforced case.

The model tests were conducted for the geocell mattress
width ratios (b/B) of 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12. The pocket size
of geocells (d/B), height of geocell mattress (h/B), and depth
to the top of the geocell layer below footing (u/B) were kept
constant as 1.2, 2.75, and 0.1, respectively. d is the diameter
of an equivalent circular area of the geocell pocket opening
(Figure 2).

FIGURE 9 | VonMises stress (N/m2) in foundation bed (FEM data, s/B =

20%). (A) Unreinforced. (B) Geocell reinforced.
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NUMERICAL MODELING

To generate additional data, numerical analysis was carried
out using the finite element code, ABAQUS 6.14. A typical
model used in the analysis is shown in Figure 4. Using
hexahedral eight noded elements (C3D8R) the foundation bed

was discretized into 32,640 elements which were found to be
adequate for both unreinforced and geocell reinforced models.
The geocells were modeled as a continuous sheet, meshed
with four noded membrane elements (M3D4R). The minimum
number of membrane elements were 866 for geocell mattress
of width b/B = 1 and maximum 9,652 for b/B = 12. Vertical

FIGURE 10 | VonMises stress (N/m2) in geocell reinforcement (FEM data, s/B = 20%).

FIGURE 11 | Vertical stress (N/m2) in geocell reinforcement (FEM data, s/B = 20%).
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boundaries of the foundation bed were constrained in horizontal
directions, while its base was constrained both in vertical and
horizontal directions.

The soil was modeled as an elastoplastic material obeying
Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion with non-associated flow rule.
The various material parameters were obtained from the
interpretation of the triaxial test data. The geocell was modeled
as an elastic material as it was observed that the strains in the
geocell generally remained within the elastic range (Leshchinsky
and Ling, 2013). As the geocell strength was scaled down during
experiments using bodkin joints, the modulus of elasticity was
obtained from the strain-strain response of the geocell joint. The
geocell was embedded in the foundation bed that the interface
friction angle was equivalent to the friction angle of the soil

FIGURE 12 | Typical settlement profiles of foundation bed (FEM data, s/B =

20%). (A) Unreinforced. (B) Geocell reinforced.

(Satyal et al., 2018). Properties of the foundation soil and geocells
used in the analysis are summarized in Table 1.

After applying geostatic state from the outset, the vertical
loading on the footing was simulated imposing equal vertical
displacement over the entire width of the footing, in increments
of 0.025mmper load step. The results obtained are presented and
discussed in the following section.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Typical bearing pressure-settlement responses of the foundation
bed, with and without geocell reinforcement, are shown in
Figure 5. It is evident that the numerical results are in reasonable
agreement with the experimental data. At footing settlement of
about 10% of its width, the unreinforced sand has undergone
failure. Near vertical slope of the pressure-settlement response
and heaving on the soil surface indicates that the failure was
largely by shear. In case of geocell reinforcement, no such
pronounced failure was noticed. Moreover, the bearing capacity
tends to increase significantly.

Experimentally obtained typical contact pressure (σ /q)
distribution on the subgrade soil underlying geocell mattress
is shown in Figure 6. The dotted line depicts the unreinforced
case and solid lines depict the reinforced case. In both the
cases, the contact pressure is maximum at the center of the
footing and appreciably low in the region beyond the loaded
region. As the foundation load tends to get dispersed the induced
pressure on the soil bed gets reduced toward both the sides of
the footing.With geocell reinforcement, the percentage of contact
pressure on the subgrade soil tends to reduce significantly. This
is because the geocell reinforcement through three-dimensional
confinements inhibits shear failure in the soil mass. Indeed, with
geocell reinforcement heaving on the soil surface was found
to have reduced significantly. The coherent geocell mattress
effectively transmits the footing loading to deeper depth leading
to reduced pressure on the subgrade soil. At x= 1.5B, the contact
pressure responses have almost superposed over each other
which indicates that pressure transmitted onto the subgrade
soil is proportional to the surcharge pressure on the footing,
depicting an elastic behavior. This is because owing to relatively
low magnitude of pressure at x = 1.5B, the geocell-soil structure
has remained intact and coherent leading to the elastic response.

Variation of contact pressure with applied footing pressure
(BPR) at mid-section of the foundation bed (i.e., along center line
of the footing, x/B = 0), for different widths of geocell mattress
(b/B), are presented in Figure 7. It can be seen that the percentage
of contact pressure transmitted to the subgrade soil initially
tends to increase with the increase in footing pressure to reach
a peak value. Beyond that, it continues to decrease with increase
in footing pressure. Initially the coherent geocell mattress in
the foundation bed behaves as a secondary footing that tends
to transmit an increased percentage of footing pressure to the
subgrade soil, with increase in surcharge loading. At later stage
of loading, as the geocell reinforcement tends to get pulled away,
significant anchorage resistance is mobilized at both the ends
primarily through soil passive resistance over its transverse walls
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and frictional resistance over the longitudinal walls. As a result of
which the geocell reinforcement effectively supports the footing
loading leading to reduced pressure on the subgrade soil. Further,
it is seen that the contact pressure on the subgrade soil tends
to increase with decrease in the geocell width. This is because,
with the decrease in the geocell area, the end anchorage reduces.
As this anchorage was holding the mattress against bending
under footing pressure, with its reduction it deflects more and
thereby bringing forth an increase in pressure at the base of the
mattress. Moreover, with reduced extent of the geocell mattress,
the surcharge load instead of getting redistributed over a wider
area tends to get concentrated in the region under the footing
leading to an increase in pressure on the underlying soil layer.

Contact normal pressure profile on subgrade soil over the
middle half of the foundation bed, obtained from numerical
analysis, at 20% footing settlement (s/B) for reinforced and
unreinforced cases are depicted in Figure 8. It could be seen
that over a distance of about thrice the footing width (x/B
= 3) pressure on subgrade soil in the geocell reinforced case
is significantly higher than that in the unreinforced case. It
indicates that the geocell mattress has effectively transmitted the
footing pressure to deeper depths leading to large performance
improvement. In contrast, the unreinforced soil has failed in
shear and hence could not disperse the footing load over a larger
area. It can be seen that beyond a distance (x) of 3B, the difference
of contact pressure between unreinforced and geocell reinforced
case tends to reduce and beyond x = 5.5B, the difference is
significantly less. This is because at a large distance, owing to
load dispersion, the footing influence on subgrade soil tends to
reduce significantly. Another important point to note is that
with increase in the geocell mattress width, contact pressure in

the region under the footing tends to reduce. This once again
establishes that geocell mattress of larger width mobilizes end
anchorage and thereby effectively sustains the footing loading
leading to reduced pressure on the subgrade soil.

Von Mises stress contours in foundation bed for unreinforced
and reinforced cases, at 20% footing settlement, are depicted in
Figures 9A,B, respectively. It is shown that with geocell mattress
the VonMises stress in the foundation bed has spread over larger
area which indicates that the geocell mattress has transmitted
the footing pressure to greater depth in the foundation bed.
Correspondingly, the geocell reinforcement is found to have been
stressed significantly (Figure 10) which testifies that the geocell
reinforcement has actively participated in sharing the footing
load leading to increased performance improvement. Vertical
stress contours depicted in Figure 11 shows that the geocells
in the region under the footing are subjected to compression
and beyond are in tension. This indicates that the geocell
reinforcement right under the footing directly sustains the
footing loading through mobilization of its compressive stiffness
and bending rigidity. Whereas, its end portions contribute to
performance improvement through mobilization of anchorage
which is derived from soil passive resistance and friction.

Typical vertical settlement profiles of unreinforced and
geocell reinforced foundation beds are shown in Figures 12A,B,
respectively. Both are plotted at a constant footing penetration
level (s/B) of 20%. It could be seen that with geocell reinforcement
the settlement in the foundation bed has distributed over larger
area. This is because the geocell reinforcement has effectively
confined the soil mass within its pockets forming a semi rigid
coherent body that stands against the footing loading and
effectively redistributes it leading to settlement over larger area.

FIGURE 13 | Lateral stress (N/m2) in geocell reinforcement (FEM data, s/B = 20%).
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Indeed, large lateral stress mobilized in the geocell pockets as
shown in Figure 13 testifies that geocells have effectively confined
the soil mass against shearing under footing loading.

CONCLUSION

This paper through laboratorymodel tests and numerical analysis
has investigated the influence of geocell reinforcement on the
performance of foundation beds. With geocell reinforcement,
the contact pressure on subgrade soil reduces significantly.
Consequently, the subgrade soil remains undistorted until large
loadings. Hence, the bearing capacity of the foundation bed
increases significantly. With increase in width of the geocell
mattress, the anchorage at both the ends of the geocell
reinforcement tends to increase significantly. As a result, it
sustains the footing load effectively leading to reduced contact
pressure on the subgrade soil giving rise to a significant increase
in performance improvement. Von Mises stress contours in
the foundation bed indicate that the geocells right under the

footing directly sustains the footing loading throughmobilization

of its compressive stiffness and bending rigidity. Whereas, end
portions of the geocell mattress contribute to performance
improvement through anchorage derived from soil passive
resistance and friction.
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